Deep Red
Rich Burgundy
with Crimson
Undertones

“

“It was very easy for him to do that it took him about an hour and it’s
going to look great from his Lake Red Stone property in Wisconsin.”
—Bob Leonard, Wisconsin

“

“The product is great. I didn’t have any problems installing it. The 45
degree angles that were available made this project go much faster.”
—Mark, North Carolia

“

“I’m very pleased with your product. Everyone who has seen the
completed project have been impressed with how great it looks. The
product was easy to work with and Rob was helpful and ready to
answer my questions.”
—Tom, Michigan

“

“I really enjoyed working with your product and can’t wait to sell my
next job using Gen Stone. From day one the service was great and
I got my shipment of the product a week earlier than expected. You
can see the job I did using Gen Stone at Enshomesolutions.com”
—Eric, Nebraska

“

“Product is easy to install. Sales representative was great to work with,
gave her the dimensions of our project and they calculated everything
out for us. Product looks authentic but is a ton easier to work with.”
—Erik, New Jersey

Deep Red
Profile Inspiration
Dark and romantic, this
GenStone faux brick panel
was inspired by the mysterious
scarlet and vermillion hues of
the Freedom Rose. The design
team was enamored by this
captivating flower’s deep, wine-

DEEP RED BRICK SYSTEM

colored petals and felt inspired
to create our Deep Red faux
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brick panel.
Living up to its name, GenStone
Deep Red faux brick panels
feature a bold red clay base
infused with burgundy, terra
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cotta, and crimson highlights.
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Much like the stunning Freedom
Rose itself, these panels will
add romance, charm, and stylish
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elegance to your project. Try
it at home by ordering your
sample today.
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Try out our visualizer to see
if Deep Red is the best color
choice for your next project!

1. Half Panel

4. Corner (Outside & Inside)

2. Full Panel

5. Ledger

3. Corner Ledger (Outside & Inside)

6. Trim

genstone.com/imagine-brick

NEED HELP? WE’RE LISTENING!
COLOR SELECTION • PERSONALIZED QUOTE • INSTALL
Connect with a GenStone Project Coordinator and find answers to all of
your questions. From choosing the right color for your project to how
much GenStone you need and how to install it, our team is available to
you on demand and at no additional cost.
Request a Project SOS here or give us a call 24/7 at 1-855-397-1294 for
help with your project.

